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What we do

Increase business value from software development

Mentoring

Training

  Certified Scrum Developer

Developing

Organizing conferences

and

helping others do it

through



  

complex 
systems

Susitna Glacier, Alaska by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center



  

linear cause-effect 
thinking 

is not sufficient

Where are the stairs? (Explored) by Yogendra Joshi



  

different way of 
thinking & seeing

His Fingerprints by Randy Robertson



  

the wholethe whole

interrelationsinterrelations

Holistic by Steve Jurvetson



  

self-reinforcing and balancing loops

nonlinearity

look downstairs into stairwell whirl by Karl-Ludwig G. Poggemann



  

instead of instead of 
firefighting...firefighting...

Florida and Virginia Guardsmen, firefighters extinguish ... by The National GuardFlorida and Virginia Guardsmen, firefighters extinguish ... by The National Guard



  

… tackle root causes



  

let's play...let's play...

crystal by Matthew



  

EventsEvents

PatternsPatterns

StructureStructure

Mental modelsMental models
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creating a diagram

1. tell the story
 ask questions, determine scope and focus question

2. collect variables
 observable or measurable
 behaviour over time

3. determine cause effect relations

4. look for loops
 reinforcing, stabilizing

5. simplify
 7 ± 2 variables - remove unrelated variables
 split up the diagram

6. identify possible interventions



  

background

systems theory
cybernetics

system dynamics
organizational learning



  

Peter M. Senge 
The Fifth Discipline

Gerald M. Weinberg
Quality Software Management

Linda Booth Sweeney
Dennis Meadows

Systems Thinking Playbook


